event along with posterizing. Class meetings held twice a month would provide direct contact between class officers and the class.

Events that are fun to have are Weekly happy hours senior vs. junior sports activities besides the beer and pizza nights. Each Senior Nite could be unique, one at the rec, another at the pool. A Cape trip or ski trip would be a fun getaway. We could invite Wellesley '82 and possibly co-sponsor an activity.

(continued with Lesley Saunders)

Vice-President

Jenny Berton

Here it is, election time again and I'm allotted only 100 words to tell you about me, my ideas, my opinions, and why you should vote for me for Vice-President.

I was a class officer sophomore year and a member of the ring committee. As Vice-President of the Class of '82, I would like to see more unity and communication amongst class members. I propose to do this by having more all-campus activities. I also have many ideas for homecoming, senior week and commencement.

I need your ideas and support. Together we can make our senior year unforgettable.

Lesley Saunders

(continued from Angie Liao)

Senior week would include: BSO, clambake, beach trips and Harbor Cruise. But our Senior Week should be really special. To make it great, we plan to have an outside guest address the senior class, if not at commencement, then at another time during senior week.

To fund our parties and activities we will have the Donut Stand continue over the summer, collect unpaid RINI money from the Ring committee, hold a plant sale, and a beach party in the spring will develop this spirit further. However, I feel more should be done to make our parties and senior year memorable.

Next year, our class will need innovative and enthusiastic class officers who are willing to devote their time and energy. I'm qualified! I have really enjoyed working for our class and would like to continue to do so in the future. So please vote Anita Sircar for Treasurer. I'd appreciate your support!

Anita Sircar

Hi! My name is Anita Sircar and I'm running for Treasurer of the Class of '82. As an officer for the past two years, I have learned a lot about student government. My experience will be important in planning the events which will make our senior year memorable.

I have really enjoyed working for our class and would like to continue to do so in the future. So please vote Anita Sircar for Treasurer. I'd appreciate your support!

Robert E. Harris

I'd like to represent the Class of '82 as a member-at-large. By sponsoring fun class activities and projects our senior year will be both more enjoyable and memorable. As a representative of the Class of '82, I'd welcome any suggestions and ideas you might have and I hope you'll support me in the upcoming election.

Alan Laves

I think that class officers should be responsive to the student body that elects them. If I am elected, I will try to stay in touch with what the Class of '82 wants. I will also keep an open mind and listen to any ideas that are presented to me.

The yearly UA / Class Officer Election Supplement is a service of the Undergraduate Association. The Tech aids the UA by partially underwriting the cost of the supplement and by typesetting the supplement. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the contents of the supplement; however, neither The Tech nor the UA is liable for errors herein.

Secretary

Karl W. Frey

I am running because of a concern for class unity — I would like to erase interfraternity / dormitory distinctions with various social events: a successful Spring weekend, senior nights at local bars, junior/senior donut stand.

An interest in broadening and strengthening contacts between class officers and MIT administrators.

Treasurer

Ellis E. Reid

I feel that I can bring new energy to class office. My experiences at MIT, for example through the Student Union, have helped me learn to organize things (especially ordering beer) and work with other people.

I could put this same ability to work in office. I would like to see more class activities like the beer and pizza nights, the junior-senior donut stand, and the class picnic. Perhaps we could even organize a regular social hour at a bar like Father's Fore of Five.

Anita Sircar

Hi! My name is Anita Sircar and I'm running for Treasurer of the Class of '82. As an officer for the past two years, I have learned a lot about student government. My experience will be important in planning the events which will make our senior year memorable.

I have really enjoyed working for our class and would like to continue to do so in the future. So please vote Anita Sircar for Treasurer. I'd appreciate your support!

Robert E. Harris

I'd like to represent the Class of '82 as a member-at-large. By sponsoring fun class activities and projects our senior year will be both more enjoyable and memorable. As a representative of the Class of '82, I'd welcome any suggestions and ideas you might have and I hope you'll support me in the upcoming election.

Alan Laves

I think that class officers should be responsive to the student body that elects them. If I am elected, I will try to stay in touch with what the Class of '82 wants. I will also keep an open mind and listen to any ideas that are presented to me.

The yearly UA / Class Officer Election Supplement is a service of the Undergraduate Association. The Tech aids the UA by partially underwriting the cost of the supplement and by typesetting the supplement. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the contents of the supplement; however, neither The Tech nor the UA is liable for errors herein.

Steve Isakowitz

When petitioning for my nomination I talked to a lot of our classmates and I've discovered that our class has a tremendous amount of energy waiting to be tapped.